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Every act of intentionally causing pain or injury to the body of a persecution against the
perpetrators punished. Abuse cases that could attract the attention of the people that abuse that
arise at the time of filming a movie, played by Julia Perez and Dewi Persik where the plot was 16
on the film scene. Problems given by the author can be said that the crime of persecution when in
actual demand scenario was followed by Julia Perez Dewi Persik and judgment Against the
judge in deciding criminal persecution committed by Julia Perez Against Dewi Persik. The
research method used juridical normative. Results of the study. The results offenses when the
defendant act of persecution and Dewi Persik Lilis Neneng played in the movie Requiem
Kerawang disco, does not mean if someone is doing the movie can do anything without being
held accountable law. Besides, none of the witnesses who saw the defendant commits acts as
Julia Perez was charged by the survivors. This proves that the defendant is not a crime but the act
of doing it is the demand scenario scene 16. Justice considerations in deciding criminal
persecution by Julia Perez to Dewi Persik is based on the elements contained in Article 351
paragraph (1) of the Criminal Code. Where the elements in the article have been met by the
defendant intentionally element in which the trial revealed that Subject director of the fighting
scenes for the movie Requiem Shake Kerawang seine there are 16 facts in two different versions
of which the first version that begins with scenes of fighting quarrels between the Neneng Lilis
followed by physical contact of Lilis dropped / slammed Neneng then a struggle.
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